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gearotic motion is primarily a gear template generator. its true purpose is to create dxf's for further processing by various cad/cam programs. it has
capabilities far beyond just creating dxf's though, it can produce 1:1 scale printouts for scrollsaw gear cutting, stl files for 3d printing, 3d solids for various
cad usage, and finally g-code for users of programs such as mach3. in addition, it has a graphic simulation mode that allows the user to think about how to
make a device, or determine other factors he may want to consider. it will provide some statistics about gear ratio's, sizes, centering and such and is a fun,
easy to use mode that is virtually drag and drop for mechanism creation. there are plenty of videos available showing how to use the program as well as a
help file to explain someof the terminology used. gearotic can at this point allow you to drag and drop various gears on your screen, simulate their rotation
and show ratio information and such.. add pendulums and escapements if your making a clock, or various gear types if making a transmission. it can even
design a tabbed box with shaft bearing holes to hold your device. ive had a lot of fun designing and building it and i suspect those who try it will find it as
addictive as many others have. i’m excited to announce the release of the newest version of gearotic motion. this latest version has a few new features

which should make for some interesting upgrades in the workflow of your gear cutting projects. gearotic motion is a 3d cad / cam software that allows you
to design a variety of gear cycles.this software was initially designed only to provide ready-made gear molds, but gradually became a complete software

package for developing a variety of 3d gears.gearotic software can create gears individually or by combining several types to create a moving gear system.
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gearoticis a cad/cam 3d
software package aimed to

assist with your geared
mechanical creations. it was
primarily designed as a gear

template generator, but
developed into a utility

package we hope youll find
useful.gearoticwill generate
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gears individually or combine
them to create a moving

gear train. software allows
you to simulate, animate,
create toolpaths for cnc
mode or iexport as 3d

models. inside, youll find a
variety of gear types such as

spur, cage, non circular,
planetary gears, sprocket,
timing pulley, bevel, root
blower, geneva, racks,
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escapements and more. our
spur gears may be done in a
helical or bevel form which

can then be outputed in
straight, helix or zerol
formats. these outputs
include stl files for 3d

printing, 2d dxf format for
most cad programs, 1:1 scale

printouts for woodworking
patterns or g-code for cnc
users. gearotic motion has
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grown over the years into
multiple stand alone software

programs. all of these
programs require a personal

computer or laptop to
operate effectively. usually
the faster/newer they are,
likely the faster and better
things will work for you too,

always suggested you try the
demo first.moving forward,
as always, gearotic motion
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aims to assist anyone with
geared mechanical questions

or ideas, all support and
workshops is done from the

above posted link of our gear
head corner forum. gearotic

is a cad/cam software tool for
gear cutting, machine
carving, and wire edm.

gearotic allows you to create
toolpaths for cutting gears
from a dxf file, or cut gears
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directly from a dxf file. it also
provides a dxf plotter
interface for printing

toolpaths. a preview window
is provided to show the

placement of the cut toolpath
as you place the workpiece

on the worktable. the
preview window includes an

overlay that shows the
cutting path and the names
of the cutters. you can cut
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over 100 gears
simultaneously. 5ec8ef588b
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